
ART. XI — Archaeological work at the Carnaud Metal Box site, lames Street, Carlisle
By DENISE DRURY

FOLLOWING a proposal to redevelop the Carnaud Metal Box site, James Street,
Carlisle (NY 40185536), an archaeological desk-based assessment and

evaluation (LUAU 1997) were undertaken by Lancaster University Archaeological
Unit (LUAU) prior to the determination of a planning application.

The desk-based assessment demonstrated that the site, occupied by nineteenth
and twentieth century buildings, had been situated on the flood plain of the River
Caldew prior to the expansion of the city suburbs. It was immediately to the south of
the Roman town of Luguvalium and was similarly just beyond the limits of the
medieval town. The assessment recommended that the surviving nineteenth century
buildings at the northern end of the site should be recorded in detail prior to
demolition, and also that a programme of evaluatory trial trenching be undertaken in
order to determine whether any features of pre-nineteenth century origin had
survived on the site. In April 1997, a series of evaluation trenches was excavated
over part of the proposed site based on these results.

Background

The southern limit of the Roman settlement probably lay c. 250 m to the north of
the site, and the Roman road between Luguvalium and Olenacum (Old Carlisle)
passed within 100 m to the north-west. Similarly, the A6 (Botchergate), following
the route of a Roman road running south-eastwards from Luguvalium, passed some
200 m to the north-east of the site. Roman burials have been found adjacent to the
latter road, c. 250 m to the north, and recent excavations, some 700 m to the south-
east, at St Nicholas Yard, have revealed Roman cremations (LUAU forthcoming).
The site lay just to the south of the principal medieval city gate, the "Botchard
Gate", and as the town grew in importance during the medieval period, extramural
settlement developed along the principal roads leading out of the town, including
Botchergate.

There was little early documentary evidence, from the Roman or medieval period,
relating to the site itself since it lay beyond the limits of the town. However, it was
clear from cartographic sources that a water course flowed through the site from at
least the mid-eighteenth century onward. Its origins were not clear, although
disputes recorded in 1344-7, 1382 and 1427 which had arisen over the maintenance
of a stream supplying power to a mill (Summerson 1993, 333-4) may refer to this.
The cartographic evidence for the site demonstrated its development, from an area
of meadows and open ground, beyond the city wall, with a limited number of
buildings laid out in the vicinity of the English Gate and along Botchergate in the
mid-eighteenth century, through to its most recent industrial uses.

The water course, named on a plan of 1790 as the "Corporation Dam", was
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depicted flowing through the meadows to the east of the River Caldew northward
into the River Eden. Its course can be traced from Holme Head weir, to the south,
where it was taken off the river. The earliest map (1746) for the area shows a
building described as the "Wheat Mill" lying on this channel (Fig. 1). The exact
location of this mill was unclear, but it may have lain within, or just to the north of,
the present site. On the 1790 map an L-shaped building described as "Mill" was
shown, which was probably the "Wheat Mill", together with an additional building
just to the south. "Water Gate Lane" (the precursor of Water Street) was shown to
the east of the site. On Jollies' plan of 1811 the same "Water Lane" was built up
with "Twist Mill" (almost certainly the earliest phase of the intact cotton spinning
mill at the north end of the study area), lying within the present site, between the
lane and the Dam.

Ten years later (1821) the layout of the area had taken on a more recognisable
form. The mill building was now shown as (Mr Elliot's) "New Mill" with an oval
pond to its south. To the south of this again the plot tapers, bounded by Water Gate
Lane to the east and Corporation Dam to the west. Apart from a few buildings
fronting Water Gate Lane, the area was depicted as delineated by trees which also
lined the east bank of the Dam. At this stage, no development was shown on the
western bank of the water channel, although its course was followed by a track.

In 1803 one James Graham acquired 2 acres "... in a place called Watergates
and commonly called Dam Close" (Ca/5/2/17). It is clear from the indenture that
the City of Carlisle maintained rights of access to this land in order to clean and
repair the Dam. Messrs Slater and Company were tenants of and operated the mill
built on this land and continued as occupants of the site until the end of the century.
Correspondence between the City and the owner (a Mr Elliot) in 1820-21 illustrates
the control exercised by the City over the water course. The first letter
(Ca/2/209/25b) recalled the indenture which stipulated that the Dam could not in
any way be altered or water drawn off "... without the Consent of the said Mayor,
Aldermen, Bailiffs and Citizens ...".

By 1853 James Street, which formed the western boundary to the site, had been
laid out and Slaters (Biscuit) Mill was established on the western bank of the Dam,
with its buildings respecting the curving line of the water course. The area to the
south of the pond had developed into a planned garden, and a group of buildings
had been laid at the southern tip of the site.

By 1900 the cartographic evidence showed that a number of changes had taken
place in this portion of the site. The line of the water channel was largely built over,
but its alignment was fossilised in buildings which respected its course. The pond
and gardens were no longer depicted, but this area remained open and undeveloped.
By 1925 the area had been partially overbuilt around the periphery. In 1945 the
Metal Box Manufactory was shown covering the northern portion of the open area,
with a number of smaller structures depicted in the southern part of the former
gardens. By the 1960s the area was further covered by new buildings, and by 1967
the buildings at the southern tip of the site no longer existed. It was within this
former garden area, of least historic development, and comprising the southern half
of the modern Metal Box site, that the evaluation took place.
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FIG. 2. Carnaud Metal Box site — trench location plan.
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Evaluation results

The evaluation was undertaken within the curtilage of existing buildings, with the
trenches being located to test at least a 3% sample of the area of interest and
particularly the predicted line of the Corporation Dam (Trench 2). Six trenches
(Trenches 1-5 and Trench 7) were excavated, each measuring between 2 m and 3 m
in width and between 11 m and 23 m in length. A further trench (Trench 6 —
measuring c. 5 m by 3 m) was excavated as an extension to Trench 2 (Fig. 2). The
trenches were largely cut by mechanical excavator, to a depth of 1.20 m, with
sondages dug by hand or machine to test the deposits further. Any additional
excavation was constrained by safe working limits and the high level of the water
table.

The natural river gravels were overlain by grey water-deposited clay silts,
incorporating distinct lenses of silt and fine sand, and organic rich wet or
waterlogged deposits including roots, branches, and twigs. In the northern trenches
(Trenches 5 and 2) the silts were somewhat lighter in colour, and here slightly drier
conditions appeared to have prevailed. A few artefacts were recovered from the silts
including pottery, of probably relatively local origin (Ceramics 4 and 5), which
suggested a mid-twelfth to thirteenth century date (McCarthy and Brooks 1988),
and a sherd from a jug of later date, perhaps fourteenth to sixteenth century
(Ceramics 6).

The silts lay below deposits of orange-brown to grey-brown sandy clays, in places
overlain by a possible buried soil horizon (Trenches 1 and 5). These deposits were
in turn overlain by sandy clays which contained post-medieval pottery (dating from
the late eighteenth century onward). The general sequence of deposition was similar
across the whole site.

The presence of a water course was established, on the predicted alignment of the
Corporation Dam, at the western edge of the site (Trenches 2 and 6). The eastern
bank of the stream or channel was not clearly defined, although the natural gravels
clearly dipped down to the west, and the overlying bank material merged into the silts
filling the water course. The clay silt and sandy clay deposits [27, 28] which formed
the eastern bank contained a few fragments of pottery of medieval or early post-
medieval date (Ceramics 19 and 20). The clay silt and sands [30, 53] filling the water
course represented sequences of water-borne deposition (and erosion), particularly
evident where there was clear banding of lenses of sand and silt; however, this meant
that the boundaries between these deposits were frequently not clear. The water
course deposits yielded a sherd of late medieval pottery (Ceramics 21).

At the western base of the trench two fairly well-preserved wooden stake
alignments (approximately 14.20 m OD) lay roughly parallel, on a north-south axis
(Fig. 3) . The eastern alignment comprised eighteen wooden stakes (most between
35 mm and 80 mm in diameter); the second line of stakes, c. 0.80 m to the west,
numbered nineteen. The stakes, mostly roundwood, appeared to have been driven
into softer, underlying deposits, and were partially stripped of bark using an axe, and
trimmed to "pencil-type" points by a series of shallow axe facets. The points were
not distorted, reinforcing the suggestion that the surrounding hard, gravelly
substrates [33, 35, 41] had to a large extent either built-up naturally or had been
packed around the stakes as part of the construction of a revetment.
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FIG 3. Carnaud Metal Box site — plan of the stake lines in trenches 2 and 6.
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The quality of the wood used appeared to vary, some possibly from managed
woodland (Wood 50) (Fig. 5), whilst others suggested more natural growth
conditions. A number of stakes (30 mm-50 mm in diameter) represented
approximately seven to ten years growth, and perhaps again suggested systematic
harvesting of managed woodland. To the east of these two alignments there was a
larger, squared off wooden stake (Wood 46) which was probably associated with the
two stake lines.

The spacing between the elements was somewhat irregular, with stakes in either
row spaced between 0.10 m and 0.60 m apart. Where the stakes were close together,
the apparent "pairing" may have been associated with the construction of a barrier
or revetment for the management or control of the water channel. A mass of small
(15 mm-35 mm) roundwood, some approximately on the same alignment as the
stakes, with others at near right-angles, was revealed between two stakes [86 and
87] . This material may have represented the remains of wattling, possibly forming
part of the construction of a revetment to retain material at the edge of a water
channel, or may have resulted from the collection or packing of branches or
brushwood around the stakes.

To the west of the stake lines the deposition was clearly different (bands of
yellowish brown sand interleaved with clay silt), suggesting that the stake alignments
did indeed form the edge of a water channel. A further five wooden stakes were also
recorded beyond the main alignments, although it was not possible to determine the
extent or function of this group of stakes.

The stake lines and the material to the east were sealed by a series of waterlain
deposits with gradually merging boundaries [29, 38, 42, 39] . Subsequently these
had been truncated by a deliberately cut broad flat-based channel with fairly steeply
sloping sides [45], measuring 4.20 m across and up to 0.55 m deep, either filled or
lined with a gravelly sand [40]; the western edge of this later channel approximately
reflected the eastern of the two stake alignments (Fig. 4) . The channel was filled by
a pale brown-grey silty clay with concentrations of sand and dark grey silt lenses
toward the base of the profile [19, 31]. It was clear that the waterborne deposition
and erosion gave rise to marked changes in the nature of the deposition over short
distances. The fills included pottery of up to seventeenth century date (Ceramics 21
and 26), and the base of a dark olive green glass wine bottle of later eighteenth
century date (Other Materials 36).

The foundations for a large dressed sandstone block wall [43] respected the
western edge of the channel, as depicted on the mid-nineteenth century plans
showing buildings between James Street and the Corporation Dam.

Palaeoenvironmental samples from both of the water channels produced pollen
which indicated a landscape predominantly cleared of trees but with some alder
scrub. Herbaceous pollens suggested wet meadows and arable land, with a higher
percentage of heather pollen and fern spores in the earlier water channel sample,
suggesting a wet heath community.

Finds recovered from the silting deposits beyond the line of the water-course
included a large composite artefact made from planks with a bat-like handle,
originally pegged together (Wood 61, Trench 3). The planks, probably of oak, were
radially split and the handle was carved from a relatively small-diameter ?quartered
timber (Fig. 5). The handle was set at right-angles to the plank, perhaps designed to
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allow the plank (Fig. 6) to be raised and lowered, rather than used to support any
weight. It may therefore have been a small sluice, raised and lowered to regulate the
flow of water. A large halved boxed post with a flat base (Wood 63, Trench 4), bore
possible evidence of medieval wood-working marks, although this must remain
speculation, as there was no corroborating dating evidence.

Only limited evidence of later activity was recorded in the trenches; in addition to
the large wall footing [43] in Trench 2/6, there was a substantial sandstone block
wall footing (Trench 3) associated with buildings which occupied the southern tip of
the site from the mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth century, and the southern edge of
the engine pond identified from cartographic sources (depicted between 1821 and
1865) at the northern edge of the site. There had been some truncation of the upper
deposits as part of the later site levelling, leaving little evidence of the post-medieval
development of the site. In all the trenches the upper 0.60 m to 0.80 m of deposits
comprised a modern make-up layer of stone and gravel, sometimes including
fragments of brick and other demolition debris, providing a level for the overlying
concrete slab (0.30 m thick) which formed the surface over the whole of the
investigated area.

Finds Catalogue

CERAMICS

1. Two fragments white salt-glazed stoneware, machine-turned. Late eighteenth century.
Trench 1, 003/1002

2. Three fragments brown marbled earthenware, machine-turned. Late eighteenth century.
Trench 1, 003/1002

3. One fragment white earthenware. Nineteenth century or later.
Trench 1, 003/1002

4. Two fragments vessel rim; orange oxidised, sandy fabric with some large inclusions. Splashes of pale
green glaze. Jug. Twelfth-thirteenth century?
Trench 1, 005/1004

5. One fragment vessel; oxidised orange fabric (reduced internally), fine fabric. Splashes of glaze.
Twelfth-thirteenth century.
Trench 1, 009/1005

6. One fragment vessel; pale grey, reduced, sandy fabric with green/brown glaze. Fourteenth-sixteenth
century?
Trench 1, 011/1006

7. Three fragments modern salt-glazed sanitary wares.
Trench 1, 012/1003

8. Three joining fragments blue and white, underglaze transfer-printed chamber pot. Nineteenth
century.
Trench 2, 023/1017

9. Two fragments blue and white underglaze transfer printed tableware. Nineteenth century or later.
Trench 2, 023/1017

10. One fragment grey stoneware. Nineteenth century or later.
Trench 2, 023/1017

11. One fragment beige earthenware with white slip decoration. Late nineteenth or twentieth century.
Trench 2, 023/1017

12. One complete brown stoneware ink bottle. Late nineteenth-early twentieth century.
Trench 2, 023/1018

13. Three fragments blue and white underglaze transfer-printed tablewares. Nineteenth century or later.
Trench 2, 024/1011
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14. Seven fragments hand-painted white china table wares. Nineteenth-twentieth century.
Trench 2, 024/1011

15. One fragment grey stoneware. Nineteenth century or later.
Trench 2, 024/1011

16. Four fragments vessels, various colours and designs. Twentieth century.
Trench 2, 024/1011

17. One fragment garden ware.
Trench 2, 024/1011

18. One small fragment small, thin-walled vessel. Orange oxidised sandy fabric. Medieval, but
otherwise undated.
Trench 2, 027/1020

19. One fragment strap handle; reduced grey fabric. Thumbed lower seating for handle. Abraded, and
glaze badly degraded. Fourteenth-sixteenth century.
Trench 2, 028/1025

20. Three fragments of vessel base. Fine fabric. Reduced grey core with brownish surfaces, splashed
with glaze. Medieval or possibly early post-medieval.
Trench 2, 028/1027

21. One fragment vessel; reduced grey, sandy fabric. Originally glazed, but badly eroded and reduced
by anaerobic conditions. Later medieval.
Trench 2, 030/1031

22. One shoulder fragment jug. Hard reduced grey fabric with thick black lead glaze — possibly early
post-medieval but probably eighteenth century.
Trench 2, 031/1016

23. One small fragment sandy hand-made brick.
Trench 2, 031/1037

24. Two fragments modern pottery.
Trench 3, 049/-

25. Three fragments salt-glazed sanitary wares. Modern.
Trench 4, us/-

26. One fragment vessel; reduced green-glazed ware (lighter grey below glaze). Glaze reduced to black
by anaerobic conditions. Fourteenth-sixteenth century.
Trench 6, 075/1072

27. One small fragment sandy hand-made brick.
Trench 6, 094/1080

28. Two fragments white glazed earthenware. Nineteenth-twentieth century. Trench 6, us/1068
29. One fragment of clay pipe stem, broken at spur. Nineteenth century.

Trench 6, us/1068
30. One fragment clay pipe stem, badly distorted and over-fired — re-fired?

Trench 6, us/1068

OTHER MATERIALS
31. Iron object; possibly a loop-headed staple. Heavily corroded, small fragments of coal adhering.

Probably modern.
Trench 2, 024/1013

32. One modern tin lid.
Trench 3, 049/-

33. One small fragment metal-working residue — probably smithing waste.
Trench 2, 028/1026

34. One small fragment of thin, colourless sheet glass, weathered and eroded. Nineteenth century or
later.
Trench 2, 024/1012

35. One fragment natural greenish window glass.
Trench 3, 048/1041

36. One fragment dark olive green wine/beer bottle. Narrow base with high kick. Late eighteenth
century.
Trench 6, 094/1079
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37. One fragment good quality white marble; sheet, one surface polished, the other rough. Not abraded,
probably recent.
Trench 2, 024/1015

ANIMAL BONE AND SHELL
38. One ?sheep tooth.

Trench 1, 007/1007
39. One oyster valve. Probably O. oblongata and thus modern.

Trench 2, 024/1014
40. One large fragment sheep metapodial, eroded but possible butchery marks. Trench 2, 030/1028
41. One fragment burnt animal bone, horse or cow.

Trench 2, 031/1010
42. Twelve fragments animal bone. Water eroded, post-depositional damage. Apart from two fragments

of a single rib, these comprised the lower limb of a relatively mature horse, and were probably
articulated on burial. No butchery or animal gnawing is visible, suggesting that the limb (and the
rest of the horse?) were buried soon after death and not left exposed to predators.
Trench 2, 031/1019

43. Seven small fragments tooth and lower jaw — horse or cow. Poor condition. Trench 2, 033/1029

WOOD
44. One irregular fragment roundwood. Unmodified? Length 400 mm, diam 46 mm.

Trench 1, 008/1008
45. Numerous very poor condition fibrous fragments — possibly originally a roundwood post.

Trench 2, 018/1009
46. Stake, partially boxed quartered conversion, c. 90 mm x 90 mm. Very poor condition.

Trench 2, 018/1064
47. One very small fragment roundwood. Unmodified. Very badly water-eroded and decayed.

Trench 2, 028/1022
48. Six fragments of thin, radially split lath. Crumbling.

Trench 2, 030/1023
49. One small fragment roundwood. Unmodified. Diam 30-50 mm. Badly water-eroded.

Trench 2, 033/1036
50. Long fragment of tapering post. In excellent condition. Bark partially removed by series of shallow

facets which also served to trim side growth. Relatively straight pole.
Trench 2, 034A/1021

51. Two small fragments large diameter post (c. 100 mm). Softwood, now in poor condition.
Trench 2, 034A/1021

52. One fragment roundwood stake. Diam c. 100 mm. Branches trimmed and bark stripped by axe.
Good condition, tool signatures survive?
Trench 2, 034B/1063

53. Part of 52.
Trench 2, 034B/1024

54. One very small fragment roundwood. Diam 30-50 mm. Badly eroded.
Trench 2, 034C/1034

55. One fragment roundwood, stripped of bark with bladed tool. Diam 30-50 mm. 7-10 years growth.
Trench 2, 034C/1061

56. Two fragments badly eroded ?soft wood post. Asymmetrically trimmed, probably by axe.
Trench 2, 034D/1062

57. One fragment small diameter roundwood. Trimmed of side growth. Now decaying fast.
Trench 2, 034E/1049

58. Four very small fragments. Decayed and eroded.
Trench 2, 034E/1035

59. One small fragment of a much larger diameter post. Axe stripped roundwood.
Trench 2, 036H/1042

60. One fragment of squared post trimmed to a five-facet point. Axe dressed. 145 mm x 45 mm.
Trench 2, 037/1030

61. Composite artefact of shaped plank with carved bat-like handle, originally pegged together.
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Trench 3, 048/1038
62. One fragment roundwood. Stripped, and with insect damage. Probably originally unstripped.

Asymmetrical, possibly branch rather than trunk.
Trench 3, 052/1047

63. Sample of large halved boxed post with flat base. Probably softwood. Bark not removed, conversion
incomplete. 130 mm by 90 mm. Halving riven and not dressed but other surfaces axe dressed.
Surfaces well preserved, cut with a wide-bladed tool (90 mm+) with several distinctive nicks in the
blade, a large one c. 30 mm from one edge of the blade and a group of four smaller ones further on.
Trench 4, 126/1067

64. One fragment roundwood stake. Diam c. 100 mm. Branches trimmed and bark stripped by axe.
Good condition, tool signatures survive?
Trench 6, 065/1076

65. One small badly eroded fragment.
Trench 6, 065/1076

66. One fragment roundwood stake. Diam c. 100 mm. Branches trimmed and bark stripped by axe.
Good condition, tool signatures survive.
Trench 6, 071/1078

67. One fragment roundwood. Partially trimmed with long shallow facets, trimmed to a pencil point.
Diam 45 mm.
Trench 6, 087/1083

68. One fragment roundwood stake, tapering, diam. 60-70 mm. It has long shallow facets on all sides.
Trench 6, 091/1077

69. Three small fragments of twig.
Trench 6, 097/1081

70. One fragment of squared lath 37 mm by 30 mm. Tapers to a wedge-point. Now 210 mm in length.
Oak, tangential sawn plank — rip-saw marking remains. Axe-dressed faces.
Trench 7, 061/1069

Conclusions

In general all the trenches were characterised by alluvial deposits (silts and clays up
to c. 1 m in depth) overlying gravels, typical of a river flood plain. The waterlogged
conditions on site had preserved the wooden structural elements and organic
deposits, together with good survival of palaeoenvironmental remains.

The trenching successfully located the former mill leat known as the
"Corporation Dam". It was clear that more than one phase of managed water
channel had existed on this alignment. One edge of the earlier channel comprised a
double row of wooden stakes (associated with wattling or brushwood), forming a
revetment, with stone and gravel either laid or built-up around the stake lines,
although the opposite edge of the channel was less obvious. The limits of the later
channel were more clearly defined.

The wooden stake and brushwood construction may have parallels with a
technique described in America in the early nineteenth century, which was based on
its use on English river navigations where kid-weirs, using the same technique, had
been known since the late medieval period (Lord and Salisbury 1997). This system
was used to prevent scouring in rivers. It was made from lines of posts driven into
the river bed or shore, with horizontal layers of branches laid at an angle between the
posts, so that a herring-bone pattern was formed with the `V' pointing upstream.
The branches trapped mud and fine silt, in time becoming a solid wall. The
brushwood was prevented from being washed away by wattle panels secured by pins
which passed through perforated stakes, a part of the construction that may suffer
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from intermittent drying and not survive in the archaeological record (Lord and
Salisbury 1997, 55).

The palaeoenvironmental evidence of scrub and herbaceous pollens suggested
that the deposits both from the earlier and the subsequent water channel were
formed prior to the eighteenth century, as evidence for exotic trees appears in most
records after this period; the record of Cannabis/Humulus-type pollen may,
however, suggest the samples were of a medieval or later date. The communities of
plants represented reflected wet heath, wet meadows and arable land, which would
be in keeping with a flood plain environment. However, caution must be exercised
in the interpretation of these results where fluvial action can disperse both
palaeoenvironmental and artefactual evidence over a wide area as well as causing a
mixing of deposits.

It may be that the earlier water channel did originate during the medieval period,
although it is not clear whether this water course was completely artificial, or an
enhanced natural feature. The channel was certainly established by the mid-
eighteenth century, and documentary references to the lack of maintenance of a
stream supplying power to a mill outside the city walls in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries may add weight to the early use of this same channel.
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